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mor, every whisper, that circulated in the
THE VEILED IMAGE.
Shall 1 honor my Father and Mother ?
Harvesting Indian Wheat.—A farmer
market place. What his chamber was to the
To Sais once a youthful wanderer came, —11 There is Henry,” said a bright-eyed lit well acquainted with his business gives the
tyrant, the newspaper press is to the govern by thirst for knowledge brought to learn the tle boy of six years old, 44 there is Henry following directions. When the grain is
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, RY
ment of a free people ; It tells them our wish secret wisdom of the Egyptian priests. S——
JAMES K. REMICH.
, let us go where he will not see us, so well ripened that a part is about to fall
blliceon the Main-Street,--(Opposite the Meeting-House. es—it apprises them of oiir wants—it carries Though quick he passed through many high for 1 don’t want to play with him.”
ghtful, desponding, me].
out, mow it in damp weather or when the
terms of the gazette and palladium.
to the ear of power the blessings of the grate degrees with ready spirit, curiosity still
dew is on, that it may not scatter out; as
44 Why not ?” asked his playmate.
ed, accompanied with .
: Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— ful, or the murmurs of the oppressed. And
the nervous system^
it branches a great deal it will usually stand
44 Because he says wicked words.”
doubtless
urged
him
on
the
more.
In
vain
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which this is not all.
’ and peculiar train 'of
The newspaper teems with essayed his teacher to chain the impatient
44 What words does he say ?”
up pretty well after being cut off, then
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
e imagination and overpaper discontinued, except at the option of the pub- the most practical morality ; in its reports of aspirant.
• 44 O, they are very bad words, and moth gather it with the hands into small bunches
exhibit an infinite di
I lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
crime and punishment, you find a daily warn
er says we should not tell them over after and tie a band around while it is yet damp,
44
What
have
I,
if
I
have
not
all
?
”
he
The publisher does not hold Himself responsible for
and best of men areaa
: any error in any advertisement beyond the amount ing against temptation ; not a case in the po cried. 44 Is there here a more and less ? him, or think them over either, if we can and let it remain a few days to dry ; if it
as the weakest.
f charged for its insertion.
lice court, not a single trial of a wretched Is thy truth like the senses’ pleasure, think of something else.”
rain it is not liable to injury, as it is not
■The principal objects of
outcast or a trembling felon, that does not then ?” A sum, of which we may a more
I thought, surely this child has a good bound up closely, but only fastened together
remove indigestion and
MISCELLANEOUS.
preach to us the awful lesson how imprudence or less possess, yet always can posses-s ? mother : the little boy’s answer gave me this so that it may hold to be lifted on to a cart.
and to enliven the spirleads to error, how error conducts to guilt, Is it not a whole—one—and indivisible ? opinion of her. He honored her—that is$ When dry, pitch it gently into a tight cart
omoted by exercise, earPermanence of E.arly Impressions.
;how guilt reaps its bitter fruit of anguish and
Lose but a note in harmony ; blot one color he made her 'appear good. If you see a and haul it in and thrash it out immediate
eals, and pleasant con.
Neither parents nor teachers are apt to '
Is (if costive) being care. { consider as they ought, the permanence of i| degradation. Nor is even this all. The from the bow ; what we have left -s^orth- a picture of a lady , you would judge at once ly, if there be any dampness in the straw.
I newspaper is the family bond that binds to- less—wanting the beauteous whole io'' color whether that lady were handsome or not. It is said that a .tian can thrash fifty bush
the occasional use of«
So this child, by his conduct, showed me a els in a day.—Yankee. Farmer.
e know nothing better | the impressions which their stations compel I• getber man and man—no matter what may and to sound !”
I them to affect. It seems highly probable, <
this end than Br.
be the distance or the difference of race. Here
picture of his mother’s character.
And
once
discoursing
thus,
they
chanced
,
Is—being mild and Cer I from facts occasionally noted, that every i- it
is that we have learned to sympathise with to be within a lonely temple—when, lo 1 the
il My boy;” said a boatman, 44 will you do
Singular Discovery.—Dr. Wallace, an
dea, or thought, or emotion, once occupying ,the slave, how to battle for his rights—how
on. The bowels being
oculist belonging to New York City, states
youth beheld before him an image, veiled, an errand for me ?”
inestimable Camotnii ; the mind, though but fora moment, especial- ,to wrest the scourge from his task-master.—
44 O yes, sir,” replied a lad of ten years in an article written by him in a late num
of giant size. He turns in wonder to the
mic, anodyne and anti, i ly in childhood, becomes an integral part Over
(
land and over sea its voice has reached Heirophant.
old, as he jumped from the lock of the canal, ber of Silliman’s Journal, that he has ob
i infallible remedy and
of its life : or in other words, never so far .and raised up a host of freemen I It is a law
“ What is this concealed beneath the where he had been standing to watch the served a cavity containing water, beneath
; proved a great blessini | escapes from memory, but that it may be at book for the indolent, a sermon for the vain
boats as they passed.
the eye-socket of certain fishes, and com
veil ?”
die.
6
some time as vividly present, or even far and
.
thoughtless, a library for the poor; it may
44 Well, take this jug and run ’up to the municating with the socket by an aperture
44 The truth !” replied the sage.
have recommended a
ffiore actively alive, than at its original exist- ,stimulate the most indifferent—it may instruct
closed by a kind of valve. When pressure
“Ha!—after truth alone I have striven store there, and get me a pint of rum.”
but it should not be reehce. Such is the apparently true inference the most profound. Such are the real advan
44 I had rather not do that;” and the boy is made on the cavity, the water runs into
ever ; and is it thus, indeed, so long from
y cases it will greatly ng.
the eye-socket, and the eye is raised so that
turned to go away.
is.
15 1 from the following narrative :—A German tages, the substantial utility of the newspaper me withheld ?”
I servant girl, io the delirium ofher last illness, press. These, in spite of all its abuses, have
44 But here, I will give you these two cents the animal can see more directly before it.
NCE.—It cannot be de;
44 The Deity must that resolve,” returned
was heard lo utter words and parts of sen- rnade it the boast of liberty, the glory of civ
The same article says that the socket of the
whilst many medicines
the priest—44 for thus she speaks : 4 This if you will go.”
turtle’s eye communicates with the mouth.
ided to the public, have r tences from languages not known to her at- ilization. For these it is that it has been li thing no mortal thing shall raise, till it
44 No sir, I cannot do it.”
e merit of harmlessness, I tendants. The learned were called in, and kened to the air we breathe ; for like the air myself remove. ’ Whoso with unhallowed
When the head is advanced, the eye may
44 Can’t, why not ?”
the discovery soon made, that she was quot- it is the circulator of light ; and like air, it and guilty hand shall touch the holy, the
ch it would be great in;
44 Because my parents always tell me nev be blown out to a necessary distance ; while
uicidal prejudice to in- ji ing ancient authors in the Hebrew and Greek dispenses to us all, to the meanest and to the
by evacuating the air, it may be sunk so far
er to have anything to do with spirits.”
inhibited, he, sailh the goddess, he”—
common condemnation!
languages. Inquiry proved that she had proudest, the common glory of the sun of
44 Ah, very well then,” said the disappoint in the socket that there is no danger of its
44
What
?
—
proceed
!’
r
le comes endorsed with I formerly lived in the house of a clergyman,• truth.—-N. F. Age.
ed boatman ; but we have no doubt be had striking against the shell when the head ra
44 He the truth shall see !”
s that have adorned the
who read his favorite authors walking in an
a much better opinion of that boy’s parents, drawn back.
“
Strange
oracle
!
And
hast
thou
never
ical profession, and warentry adjoining aii apartment where she was
as well as of the boy himself, than he would
11
Editorial.
’
*
—
The
subjoined
remarks,
i
raised
the
veil
?
”
id signature of long and j busied in domestic employments. She had
Locked Jaw.—A remedy has been dis
from the Alexandria Gazette, strike us as
“I? Nay, indeed ; nor even the temp have had if the boy had done as he request
proprietor makes no uncovered
for this dreadful affection.
It is
overheard him : and though utterly ignorant true and to the point.—They to whom it tation
ed
him
to
do.
|
felt ?”
upon the public confi;
of those tongues, Her ear hid transferred ma- is given to possess some experimental
44 Stop, William ! do stop a minute ! Why nothing but the application of strong lie,
ims for it a superior con“ If this thin veil alone debar me from
j ny passages to her mind, and left them, knowledge« of the industry, care and gener- ithe truth------ .”
need you hurry on so ?”
But William made Irom wood ashes. The part injured
(seemingly)
fixed
as
the
existence
of
the
soul,
walked
on
without
even
looking
back. 44 Say, should be bathed in the lie frequently ; and
E PREPARATION of
al attention, which are necessary to give re
44 And a law !”' interrupts the sage.
if it >be in a part of the body that cannot be
though unnoticed till the light of a new life al interest and value to the pages of a news- ((
ndeniably entitled to this
1 The slight gauze, my son, is weightier far William, why can’t you wait just a little
coDvehienfly imffiersed, apply flannels wet
for whilst no medical 8ii- | rose upon her departure from time to eter paper, are well aware that the furnishing of than thou supposed» it. Light to thy hand while ?” continued his pursuer.
ted with the lie.
It affords speedy relief
mndemns it, every medi44
Because
father
always
tells
me
to
come
nity.
a foot or two, running measure, of editorial —but to thy conscience a load !”
it is acquainted with it,
Something of this sort is within the prov i original,’ constitutes but a small part of the
straight home from school.” And on he and gradual cure. This is a simple reme
To
his
home
the
youth,
full
of
deepest
i its pre-eminent virtues |
ince of consciousness, to those who are ob duties of an editor. A judicious use of the thoughts, retired. The fiery lust of knowl went, so cheerfully too that I knew he must dy, but is worth remembering and trying«
ihould do so in opposition
servant of what passes in their own mind. scissors editorial, is not seldom as available edge robbed him of his sleep—and on his have a kind father, for he did not look as if The simplest are often the most efficient aerests, must be attributed
Facts and impressions which had not been for the purpose in view, namely, that of couch, fevered, he tossed.
he was obeying from fear of punishment, but gents. Many cures are said to be wrought
ir and love of truth, or to
by this.—Southern Churchman»
recollected
for
years,
are
called
up
by
some
giving interest and value to the paper, as
At midnight he rushed forth.
Uncon Irom that love which made him happy.—
to fly in the face of all ob;
hew
train
of
thought,
and
while
they
are
re

Youth
’
s
Companion.
that of the pen. And as regards the pen sciously, his timorous steps conducted him
estimony of thousands.
The Eclipse .-—This beautiful phenome
cognized as old acquaintance, yet we feel alone—No one, among the initiated, need to the temple.
5 does not pretend that
He scales the easy wails.
To Grumblers.—The editor of the Chris non occurred yesterday at the designated
certain they would never have re-appeared, be told, that one of its most frequent exer One bold leap brings him within their sa
c Pills will cure all dis
unless in connection with ideas which might, cises is comprised in the process of reduc cred circle. He is alone, and around him tian Advocate and Journal makes the fol moment, under most favorable circumstan
and conscientiously adfor any number of years longer, have failed tion, that is, the bringing down of a long horrid, lifeless stillness, broken only by lowing remarks : 4 The difficulty of selecting ces, and was beheld by thousands upon
lot. He lays no claim to
suitable articles for' the paper, of disposing thousands, with such various emotions as
3 “ Philosopher’s Stone,"
to occupy our attention. Or, to present the article io the compass of a short one.
Nor the hollow echo of his footfall upon the se
to believe that he sells
same truth in different words, our memory need such be told that to perform this ap cret vaults ; while from the open cupola the of written communications so as to satisfy were suggested by variety of temperament,
” but he does say, and he
is sometimes found to contain stores, whose parently simple office in a proper manner, moon cast her pale silver light; and fearful all parties, and of writing an occasional ed mental constitution, and degree of knowl
3 can prove,
io ¿eWv
(existence we did not suspect, ahd could not very often requires more time than would ly, like to a present deity, through the itorial, is greater than any other human be edge. The ring was not absolutely perfect
institutions ; in Nervous
ing, except an editor or his assistant, can at any time—a slight break in its periphery
have known in this world, had we died be suffice to throw off an il original,” of doub gloomy arch the veiled image shone !
He conceive.”
i; in weakness of the dibeing visible on the lower side—-but the
fore
the
occurrence
of
the
particular
mental
le
the
length
of
that
which
is
thus
made
to
approaches
with
uncertain
steps,
He
incipient consumptions,
break was so slight as to be perceptible on
txercises
that
re-produced
them.
pass through the condensing process.
In reaches forth his sacrilegious hand to touch
ngs or the liver; in the
ly
to close observation. The obscuration
To
Christian
men
who
subscribe,
and
The history of dreams may conduct uS to one of its phases the editorial office seems, the holy vision, and a shock, as of fire and
iccasioned by the used
was considerable, reminding us of that which
the same region of thought. How often do indeed, to be the impersonation of a strug ice, ran shivering through his frame, and an who ought to subscribe for a newspaper.—
y, rheumatism, (more esPay thou the printer in the day thou owest is generally perceived when a storm is com
messes incident to moth- | they recall to our minds the long forgotten gle between time and space.
These re unseen arm repels him ! Unhappy youth !
ing up, but the sun is not yet absolutely
of relaxed nerves; in evexperience and deeds of the past, thus reveal marks, together with those below, having Within his inmost soul, whispers a kindly him, that the evil day may be afar off, lest
hidden from view by clouds.
the
good
man
of
the
law
send
thee
thy
bill
i tremens, or that disease
ing treasures, br, as they will prove to the reference, some of them, to the higher res voice.
The change of temperature was very ob
—Greeting !
on by intemperance; in
lost spirit, sources of misery, respecting ponsibilities of the Vocation, will enable the
“ Would’st thou then dare to tempt the
Borrow not that for which thy neighbor vious. We did not discover any of the stars,
rs of mind and body which
which the useless cares and distractions of general reader to form some idea of the va all holy-one! By the mouth of the oracle
hath paid ; but go and buy for thyself of even at the moment of greatest obscuration.
inal inebriety ; loss of aplife seldom allow us to think.
rious duties of an editor of a daily paper. ’tis said, No mortal thing this veil shall
The feeling that most strongly presented it
him who bath to sell.
jlancholy, pains in thi
From the statements that have now been The whole may perhaps serve to illustrate■ raise, till it myself remove !”
>, in corrupt, sallow, and
Thou shah not read thy neighbor’s pa self to us, during the progress of the eclipse,
made the inference is highly probable, that the error of passing upon the labors of an
44 But the same mouth hath said, whoso
ions, caused by the W
per, nor molest thou him in the peaceful was one of admiration at the marvellous
whatever has at any time made an impres editor, or upon the value of a paper, by thei the veil shall raise, shall see the truth ! Be
■in all these cases, and in
precision of the science which can accurate
possession thereof.
sion upon the mind even though scarcely the length of its editorials.—Baltimore Pat.
what there may behind, I will see it !” with
in the bills of directions
ly determine the movements of these vast
subject of distinct consciousness, may remain
icines, HE DOES SAY,
Editorial Writings.—A few days ago, a loud voice he cried.
A Singular Pact.—An English butcher and distant bodies—pointing out, years be
for
ever
in
memory
;
and
if
not
awakened
“ See it !” yelled back in scorn the
LE TONIC PILLS, in
the National Intelligencer had some sensible.
asserts as a singular fact, that he has inva forehand, the very moment at which they
lally with his APERIENT
for good or evil in this life, may yet do its of remarks on the subject of editing a paper., echo.
riably found the shoulder of a sheep to will occupy any given position in their stu
{the best known) which
fice in some distant period of eternity, pro One idea expressed has frequently struck us
He spoke and raised the veil.
be exactly one tenth of the weight of its pendous circuits.—-N. Y. Com. Adv.
, will effect immediate reducing pleasure or pain, according to its o- with great force.
“ What saw he ?” thou demandest.
I
Many people estimate
whole body, and he will buy or sell by that
it for a fair period of trial,
riginal character. To parents and teachers, the ability of a newspaper, and the indus know not.—Senseless and pale the priests
Revolution among the Penobscots.—Ths
criterion.
lie much is placed beyond
then, the caution is due: teach only truth ; try and talents of its editor, by the variety found him on the morrow, outstretched be
remnant of the Penobscot tribe, residing at
testimonies which would
hold forth only the example of holiness ; for and quantity of editorial matter which it fore the feet of Isis’ statue ! What he saw
and for this much Dr.W.
Scott says in his Diary,4 People have al 44 Indian Old Town,” an island in the Pe
the everlasting ffiemory of these alone can contains. Nothing can be more fallacious. or heard, his tongue bath never told !
nobscot, some ten or twelve miles above
cientiously request confimost always some private view of distin
be pleasant lo yourselves, or those under It is Comparatively an easy task for a frothy Cheer from his life hath fled forever, and
Bangor, have deposed Gov. Atean and
guishing themselves, or of gratifying their
if compelled to pass be- writer to pour out daily, columns of words melancholy bore him to an early grave.
your care. Who,
T’”
Lieut. Gov. Neptune, who were elected,
conclusive demonstration»
animosity—some poirit, in short, to carry,
fore a mirror that ywould fix his own image' —words upon any and all subjects.
44 Wo to him !”—such was his warning
according to immemorial usage, for life, and
’ Dr. Evans’ Camomile
His
with which you have no relation, when they
for
ever,
and
keep
it
always
in
the
eyes
of
a
word
to
each
importune
question.
(t
Wo
elected in their place Toma Soc-Alexis
Aperient Medicines, are
ideas may flow in 44 one weak, washy, ever
take the trouble to praise you?
multitude, would choose at (hat time to ex lasting flood,” and his command of language to him that cometh at the truth through
Governor, and Captain Atean Lieut. Gov«*
»flowing important andexhibit remarkable deformities of person, of may enable him to string them together, like guilt ! Truth will gladden him no more
eflected by their highly
; If I were so unlucky,’ said an officer, ernor. The charges against the old Gover
—all of which may be
position, or of deeds ¿ — Colton’s Sermon io bunches of onions ! and yet his paper may „forever !”—N. Y. Mirror.
4 as to have a stupid son, 1 would certainly, nor Atean fwho has held the Gubernatori
Ivans’ Medical office, No.
S. S. Teachers.
be a meagre and poor concern. But, what
by all means, make him a parson?
A al chair 23 years) and his Lieutenant Nep
One or two of these bi
is the labor, the toil of such a man, who dis Maxims of bishop middleton. clergyman, who was in the company, calm- tune, were drunkenness and lascivious confly gives to a discriminaThe Neiuspaper.—To the sheet of paper plays his 44 leaded matter” ever so largely,
Persevere against discouragements.— ly replied, 4 you think differently, sir, from! duct. The revolution was attempted two
or three years ago but it did not have the
to
that
imposed
on
the
judicious,
well
in

which
you
see
on
your
tables,
served
to
you
Keep
ep your temper.temper.—Employ leisure in your father?
9ir : Be pleased to receive Hie
consent of the neighboring tribes of the St.
so regularly, and studied by you with so much formed editor, who exercises his vocation, study, and always have some work in hand.
B been a great sufferer for sw
Johns and Passamaquoddy.
But delegaat benefit she has received th®
ease, the four quarters of the globe contrib with an hourly consciousness of its respon —Be punctual and methodical in business,
A reprobate priest finding some difficulty tions from those tribes spent the last week
stimable Camomile rills. ®
sibilities,
and
its
duties,
and
devotes
him

ute
all
the
treasures
of
their
intelligence.
Is
and never procrastinate.—Never be in a in putting on his surplice, declared he
and distress in the head, a IF
at the Island, and having investigated the
one fact valuable to mankind discovered by self to the conduct of his paper, with the hurry.—Preserve self-possession, and do thought the devil was in it.
h shortness of breath, and paF
Amen! said facts, advised a new election which has re
ercise would almost overt««
.some scholar in the farthest ends of the same card and assiduity that a sensible law- not be talked out of conviction.—Rise ear the clerk.
our Camomile Tonic Pills, I«
sulted as stated.
earth ? Ten to one but you will first see it yer bestows upon a suit, or a humane phy ly, and be an economist of time.— Maintain
-d—she is able to exercise
At the last accounts, the parties had
announced in a paragraph in your newspa sician upon a patient—without regard to dignity, without the appearance of pride ;
i happy to say tan now
The, Better Currency.—During the days
per. Is there any abuse in your laws ?—it is show or display 1 Indeed, the mere wri manner is something with every body, and of Owl Creek shinplasters, in the spring of hoisted their separate banners ; thé new
)RNTON, 84, Third st. N.Y.
party having adopted a flag with a red cross
the newspaper press that drags it to day. Is ting part, of editing a paper, is but a small every thing with some.—Be guarded in dis
the year, in Wayne county, the Indians us and five stars, but no act of violence had oc
336—Dear Sir-For 4 yea" i
portion
of
the
work.
The
industry
even,
there
any
invention
that
will
augment
your
course
;
attentive
and
slow
to
speak.
—
Nev

hat I was unable to attend U
ed to pick wild berries of a certain kind, curred. The popular, or democratic party,
comforts, or sharpen your industry ?—it is is not shown there. The care, the taste, er acquiesce in immoral or pernicious opin and take them to town to sell.
the last 4 or 5 months.wasconto
On one oc were rejoicing over their victory, feasting,
.mplaints were rheumatism, paij
in the newspaper that it becomes familiar to the time, employed in selecting—is far ions.— Be not forward to assign reasons to casion, one of these bills with the print of
frolicking, and making merry with song and
-stion and Joss of aPPetlt%J J
all. The newspaper is the chronicle of civ more important—and the tact of a good ed those who have no right to ask.—Think an owl upon it, was tendered in payment.
sziness in my head; 1 u8ed™j
with dance, in which the squaws were per
itor
is
better
shown
by
his
selections
than
ilization,
the
common
reservoir
into
which
without effect, untillcowmej
nothing in conduct unimportant and indiffer The Indian looked at it awhile, and said, mitted to participate.—Boston Trans.
e Camomile
Aperient Pi r
every stream pours its living waters, and at any thing else ; and that, we all know, is ent.—Rather set, than follow example.— Me no take—too much whoo ! whoo !
i upon me astonish all who k
Patent Rat Trap.—A man of the name
which every man may come to drink. It is half the battle. But, as we have said, an Practice strict temperance; and in all your
w days 1 shall be at your offi
whoo 1 about him.
of Whitby, at Cantwell’s Bridge, Del. had
the newspaper that gives to liberty its prac editor ought to be estimated, and his labors transactions, remember the final account.
rle to vou in person. »1,1
e myself your obedient servant/
tical life, its constant observation, its perpet understood and appreciated, by the general
a barrel half filled with oats, in his stable«
B.S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
March of Intellect..—A. gentleman visit A black boy placed a basket on the top of
ual vigilance, its unrelaXing arttivity. The conduct of his paper—its tone—its temper
First Love.—Sir Walter Scott says—
Newspaper is a daily and a sleepless watch —its manner—-its uniform, consistent course 44 Scarce one person out of twenty marries ing a school at Edinburgh, had a hook it, and during the night a rat gnawed through
need only add tJ,at
man, that reports to you every danger —its principles—its aims—its manliness— his first love, and scarce one out of twenty put into his hand for the purpose of ex the middle of the basket and was firmly held
NIC PILLS, together *
The word “ inheri by the neck, the next morning there were
that menaces the institutions of your Country, its courtesy—its dignity—its propriety. To of the remainder has cause to rejoice at amining a class.
FAMILY APERI5
and its interests at home and abroad. The preserve all these, as they should be pre having done so« What we love in those tance” occurring in a verse, the querist found seven captured by this manoeuvre.
itained, wholesale or r
, 8t. near Chatham sq rj
newspaper informs legislation of public o- served, is enough to occupy fully the time early days is, generally, rather a fanciful interrogated the youngsters as follows :
Sam. Slick’s. Idea of Geology.—The
of his authorised agents
pinion, and it informs the public of the acts and attention of any man. If to this be ad creation of our own than a reality,
We
44 What is inheritance ?”
shrewd clock-maker says, “ I never hear
of legislation ; thus keeping up that constant ded, the general supervision of the newspa build statues of snow,aad weep when they
A. 44 Patrimony.”
of secondary formations without pleasure
Sympathy, that good understanding between per establishment, which most editors have melt.”
corner of Middle
“ What is Patrimony 2”
Agent for State of M?’ *
—that’s a fact. The ladies, you know,
people and legislators, which conduces to the to encounter, the wonder is how they can
A. 44 Something left by a father.” •
iy apply f°r sub'Ad
maintenance of order, and prevents the stern find time, or 44 head room,” to write at all /
44 What would you call it if left by a are the secondary formation, for they
mielI Remich, Kenneb^
Avoid arguments with ladies ; in spin
were formed arter man-—and as for trap,
necessity of revolution. Dionysius the tyrant
mother.
”
I if they an’t up to that it’s a pity.”
Norway ; Thomas Chas ’
The greatest men are men of simple man ning a yarn among silks and satins, a man
bad a chamber constructed in the form of a
A. ,{Matrimony.”
han Reynolds, Lewisj
is apt to be worsted.
human ear, so that he might learn every ru- ners.
runswick; Pa,me«%Xe!b‘
R. G. Lincoln, Hallo^J’

gusta ; J. K.
Thatcher, Bangor, Saff
Belfast; Barker Neal,
yde, Bath837.

AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

A

Melancholy Case of Hydrophobia.—Abotii
Quebec, Montreat and Halifax to send
COMMUNICATION.
two members each to the General Assem time weeks back, a fine little boy, between
four and five years old, the son of Mr. Thom
For the Gazette & Palladium.
bly, (to be included in the ten returnable by as Fisher, of 132 Second Avenue, was slight
SATURDAY^ SEPTEMBER 29, 1838,
Later from England. ■—The packet ship
the Province)—the same privilege to be ex ly bitten by a small house dog, which at the
A
DEPOSITION.
—
READ.
Wellington, arrived at New York, has
North CaROlinA.—The official returns of
tended to any other town as soon as its pop
brought London papers to August 13. The ulation amounts to 15,000 persons. Each time exhibited no symptom of hydrophobia,
1, Charles Treadwell, of Kennebunk, in
and the slight wound it inflicted on the child the County of York, yeoman, do on oath t£s- i the late election for Governor in North Car.
trade of the manufacturing districts was be of the provinces to have the privilege of re was considered of little or no consequence.
The aggregate
tify and declare that Barnabas Palmer ofi olrha have been published.
coming more brisk, in consequence of in
turning two members to represent its inter In a few days after the child was bitten, the
creased orders from the U. States.
Cot ests in the British Parliament. The whole dog went mad and was killed, but as the Kennebunk called at my house, on Monday areas follows:
Dudley, democratic whig,
38,116
ton had advanced about I-8d. The price of the revenues of each Province to be plac child’s wound had healed and he enjoyed his flight last, and requested me to state to him
the conversation which I had with Samuel
21,155
Branch, Van Buren,
of Grain was high, from the prospect of an ed at the disposal of its House of Assem usual good health for several weeks after, no Mitchell in the afternoon of that day. 1 statunpleasant consequences were apprehended.
unfavorable harvest. The average of prices
Democratic Whig majority,
16,961
bly, &c.
The morning before yesterday, however, the ed it to him, just as it occurred, I Went
had reached the limit which authorizes Im
Such is an outline of the comprehensive child, shortly after he had arisen from bed with him to the house of John Waterhouse,
The democratic whig majority at the e|ec/
portation of wheat at a shilling duty.
measure, which, if sanctioned and support complained of being sick, and was again pla and he there, as I thought, took down the
Several important discussions have arisen ed by the people of the different Provinces, ced in his bed, where he remained only a story in writing.—I cannot read writing, and tion for Members of Congress last fall jVas
In the House of Lords, on the powers which is proposed to be recommended to the Im short time and then leaped out on the floor know not what the writing contained, ex 5717—Net gain in twelve months, 11,244.
The Raleigh Register of 10th inst. contains
have been exercised in Canada by Lord perial Parliament.—Boston Patriot.
as if horribly affrighted by something, and cepting from what he said. After it was
Durham. His ordinance for banishing cer
crouched beneath the bed, and uttered two or done, he said he should have to take it home a complete list of the newly elected members
and
copy
it
off.
I
next
found
the
writing
in
three Bounds something like the yelping of a
tain persons to Bermuda, end declaring that
MAINE ELECTION.
; of the State Legislature, and classes them as
dog. He was again placed on the bed as the hands of Joshua E. Treadwell, who said
if they leave the island they shall be guilty
From the Portsmouth Journal.
he wanted me to go to Alfred with him. I follows :—
quickly
as
possible,
and
had
scarcely
got
into
The administration party has been com
of high treason, were declared by Lord
went up and swore to.the writing before
Democratic Whigs. V. Biiren,
Broughan wholly illegal. It was attempt pletely successful in the late election.—They it when he was affected with a spasmodic fit, George W. Came. I supposed that it was
In Senate,
27
23
in which he writhed’for a few minutes in great
ing to make that high treason, which is not have elected their Governor by several thous agony,—and then died.—N. Y. Jour, of Com. what I had told them before ; but it was read
In the House,
65
55
so quick I could not understand what it vVas
so by act of Parliament. Besides, Lord and majority, six out of eight representatives
—but from what I have since heard, and
Durham’s authority does not extend to Ber in Congress*, and a majority in each branch
92
78
Publish your Dissolutions.—A suit was tried from a conversation which 1 heard this day
muda, and the Governor of Bermuda posses of the State Legislature. That this result in the N. York Circuit Court, one day last
Democratic whig majority on joint ballot
between Mr.Mitchell and Mr. Palmer, I am
ses no authority to exercise over the per is entirely unexpected to us, our readers are week, brought by A. Bagler against Corning
satisfied that the deposition was false—that 14 !
sons sent there, the surveillance required by of course aware. It is the fortune of war, & Spencer, to recover $1300, the amount ol a it contained statements which I never made.
The leading Van Burejh paper in the State the ordinances. In this opinion the Duke and we must take our share of its reverses. bill of goods sold by plaintiff to Spencer, and —Mr. Mitchell stated to Mr. Palmer the con
expresses
the opinion, that Messrs. Brown
■of Wellington concurred.-—-Boston Patriot*
It is rather too early to speculate upon the charged to the firm, two months after the dis versation just as it occurred, in my presence,
and
Strange,
— U. S. Senators,—if instructed
solution.
As
no
positive
evidence
was
ad

and
in
presence
of
a
great
many
others,
and
causes of this result, but we entertain no
From France.—By the packet ship Sil- doubt whatever that the influence of the Gen duced to show the dissolution had been pub nothing more was said between us. That “ will obey or resign?’ There can be lin|e
vie de Grasse, ©rrived al New York, we eral Government through its office-holders lished, the jury gave a verdict for plaintiff to conversation Was in substance as follows
doubt that they will be instructed, and therd
When he came to my house he asked me if is, consequently, some prospect of getting
have received our files of Paris papers to has been exercised in a manner never yet the amount claimed, with interest and cost.
Boston Mer. Advertiser.
I had seen anything of his horses. 1 told
Aug. 8.
before attempted in a free country. One
him I saw them down in Mrs. Kata Little “ two good Senators” from this State.
The Journal des Debats of the 8th says, great business of the Collectors and Custom
We gave an account yesterday of an acci field’s old field. He then took his gun out
that Mr. Fabricus, Charge d’Affaires of Nas house officers from Kittery Point to Eastport, dent to a Maine locofoco named Muchmore,
Illinois.—Returns, believed to be entirely
of the chaise and wanted to know if I had
sau, and in charge ad interim of the affairs for the last three months, has been to visit in fifing a salute. Besides the priming of his seen any pigeons.
1 told him I had—and correct, of the late election in Illinois are
of the Netherlands, was about to take his and influence voters, both in and out of their field-piece taking fire, the contents of his pow we went to the place. On the way I begun published in the Vandalia Free Press. Fot
departure, and that his letters of recal had respective Districts. It is related to us that der-horn followed suit—and thence the dis the conversation, and told Mr. Mitchell that
Governor, Edwards has 29,539 and Carlin
been despatched by his government on the the Collector of Portland, together with the aster. Much more powder was burnt than Joshua E. Treadwell had got four dollars out
was needful, and the man was blown up. of me for nothing, and I should not vote 30,535 votes—majority for Carlin, the Van
demand of the French government.—
late Marshall of Maine, recently made a ve. ’Tisan emblem of the fate of his party.
with him again.
I told him also that Mr. Buren candidate, 996. In November, 1836
Boston Patriot.
ry searching inquisition into the county of
Philadelphia Gazette.
Palmer and Mr. Osborn bad been trying to the Van Buren majority was 2,983—demo
Later from Egypt.—The Semaphore, of York, and that scarcely a voter in the coun
get me to vote with them, but I should not cratic whig gain 1987 !------For Congress
Marseilles, quotes a letter of the 17th July, ty, was left unvisited1
What are we coming to —The open and doit. 1 told Mr. Mitchell also that I sup
from Alexandria, announcing that, after a
unscrupulous use of money, remarks the New posed my brothers Samuel and Cyrus would Reynolds—loco-foco—is re-elected with t
York Star, that is brought to bear on State e- go with them, as Joshua told Samuel if he majority of 2896 ;—Casey—conservative-;)
a sanguinary engagement, Ibrahim Pacha
Prom the Boston Advertiser.
©
#
«
#
#
*
#
lections by the present administration, is the did not he should fare slim for wood this re-elected with a majority of 7655, and in tl»
had finally subjugated the rebel Druses, who
This result has caused a serious disap most alarming circumstance yet detailed of winter. After I told him that, Mr. Mitchell third district, Steward—democratic whig-.j
had been driven from Haouran, with the
loss of 4000 men killed, and 2000 taken pointment on the part of the Whigs through the horrid corruption now prevailing. It is said, well Charles if I was you I would not. elected, having a majority of 77 votes.—Th«
out the country, in consequence of the high stated in the Newark (N. J.) Advertiser, that I then said I won’t vote with them this year. State Legislature will stand as follows t
prisoners.—N. Y. Eve. Star.
sixteen persons have paid in four thousand Then Mr. Mitchell said, Charles go down
expectations which were raised by the re six hundred and fifty dollars, to aid the
Whigs. V. B. Conv.
with me, 1 will take care of you, and I then
FIVE DAYS LATER FROM LIVER sult of the last year’s election. Now the re administration in buying up votes.
told him that 1 was going to vote as 1 did
In Senate,
22
16
2
POOL.
sult is known it is easy to perceive that those
We can readily believe that great suffering last year, I should not vote for Joshua
In the House
46
39
6
By the packet ship Garrick, Capt. Palm expectations were unreasonable, because and poverty prevail throughout the land, pro Treadwell. Then 1 told him they will be
er, we have received London papers to Au they were founded in part on a false basis; duced by the acts of this very administration, up after me—Mr. Mitchell said, then come
68
55
8
gust 15th, and Liverpool to the 16th, both It will be recollected that the result of last but to take advantage of that poverty by of down and stay over night, and I will pay you
Democratic
whig
majority
over
all 5inclusive.
year’s election surprised every one. The fering a bribe in money to sell votes, is at for your day’s work whether you go to town
democratic whig and conservative over Vai
The Cotton market was much less ani success of the Whigs was entirely beyond once bartering away the liberties of the coun meeting or not. Mr. Mitchell never offered
Buren 21.
try,
and
calls
for
a
rally
of
every
honest
man
to
give
me
any
thing
else
—
and
no
other
word
mated, though prices were not essentially their expectation, although they were fully
in the land to prevent our being sold outright. or sentence was uttered about voting or town
changed. After the 18th, Capt. Palmer aware that there was a change of the public This administration stops at nothing foul and
Missouri.—At the recent election in this I
meeting—and nothing was said to Cyrus or
informs us, he had constant Moran at sea.
opinion in their favor. Their success on corrupt to carry its plans. In Detroit a Union Samuel about voting or going to meetrng. If
The Dean and Chapter of Westminster that occasion has led them to expect not on Club han been formed of Government Qffice- there was any thing else said in Mr. Palmer’s State, the whigs elected 52 out of 132 mem.
have refused to allow a statue to Lord By ly a similar success the present year, but a holderS) who hold their meetings in secret. A deposition about voting or town meeting, bers of the State Legislature—fourteen mofe
ron, by the celebrated Thorwaidsen, to be still greater, because they were aware of the similar club has been formed in almost every than what 1 have said here, it was written would have increased the number to 66, just
placed in Westminster Abbey.
continued increase of their own party. city in the Union, each rnakin_ up its own without my knowledge, as I meant to tell one half—and these were lost by an aggre
The English government had procured They were not mistaken in relying on a purse for purchasing votes and throwing its nothing but the truth, and the, whole facts gate of less than 300 votqs, viz : 1 hi CM
from that of France a relaxation of the Mex great increase of their own party, but in the aid on weak points—the whole is in corres I have now stated about the election—vot county by 2 votes; 1 in St. Genevieve by 8j
pondence with the central club at Washing ing or town meeting.—Notone word was ev
ican blockade so far as to permit the export ardor of the contest, the well known fact has
ton.—Somerset Journal.
er uttered about buying my vote or hiring 1 in Saline by 8 ; 1 in Crawford by Il;2 in
of specie fro® Mexico in foreign vessels, been almost lost sight of, that the unexpect
me to vote.
his
Cooper by 25 ; 2 in Lafayette by 27 ; 1 in
whether merchantmen or vessels of war.
ed result of the last year was occasioned in
A Melancholy Occurrence.—During the
CHARLES X TREADWELL.
Rives’ by 28 ; 1 in Howard by 30; 2 in Lin.
N. Y. Jour, of Com.
part by the want of popularity of the oppos thunder storm on Thursday afternoon the
mark.
coin
by 40; I in Clay by 45, and 1 in Lewis
30th August, the blacksmith shop in Liver
Witness, E. E. Bourne,
ing candidate.
by 63. Total 287 votes.
Oliver Perkins,
It will be recollected that while the votes more, Me. owned by Ebenezer Pray and
Levi P. Hillard,
The N. Y. Com. of Saturday eve : furn for Gov. Kent were last year increased more Wm. Sanders was struck by lightning. In
Vermont.—The returns for Governor are
ishes accounts from London to the 18th, and than 10,000 over those of the preceding year, the shop was Alonzo Sylvester who was in
stantly killed ; he left a wife and two children
nearly all in. So far as received, they give
Liverpool to the 20th, by packet ship Eng those of his opponent were increased little to mourn the loss of a kind husband and fath
STATE OF MAINE.
Jennison, the whig candidate, 4,447 majority
land, Capt. Waite.
more than 1,000. There is again an in er. Also Wm. Sanders who was dead to all
Y
ork, ss....Sept. 5th, 1838.—Personallyap over his competitor, Bradley.
The netl
The steam ship Royal William, ar. at crease of near 8,000 to the vote of Gov. Kent appearance for twenty minutes except faint
peared Charles Treadwell, and made oath to
Liverpool 19th Aug. 14| days from New this year, making an increase of 18,000 in beating of the pulse in the left wrist for a few the truth of the foregoing declaration by him democratic whig gain in the towns head
York.
from is 1448.
two years, while the increase of the oppos minutes. Mr. Sylvester after he fell was ve subscribed. Before me,
The weather was favorble for the crops, ing party will not exceed 12,000 in the same ry much marked by lightning on the fore
EDWARD E. BOURNE,
The new State Senate will be composed
head, face and stomach, Mr. Sanders, lightly
and in consequence the prices of grain had period.
Justice of the Peace.
of
20 whigs and 10 loco-focos—same as last
on the back of the neck and towards the right
declined, and the trade was much depress
It is now apparent that both parties have arm in the hand of which it was supposed he
Here is one of the tory government officers year. The House will contain 156 whigs,
ed.
brought out their full strength ; and if their held a horse shoe and some nails. A young visiting the house and wife of this Mr.
Parliament was prorogued by the Queen relative numbers be compared with those man and horse were in the shop at the time Charles Treadwell, after dark, as he has of 70 locofocos and 3 conservatives ;—demo
in person, on the 16th, until the Uth Octo of the election of 1836, it will be found that but not injured ; the shop was damaged but ten done before, under the pretence of get cratic whig majority 83—last year 30,—in
ting voters.
But his neighbors, who know crease over last year 53.
ber.
the Whigs have gained upon their oppo a very little.
his character, understand well the object of
The aggregate majority of the three whig
We find no political news ofimportance. nents 3,000 votes a year. The same rate
Boundary Line.—The Commissioners ap- such visits.
members of Congress re-elected is 5500of increase for another year, will give them
These visits were publicly stated by Mr.
British North America.—The statement
the ascendency. These facts do not indi pointed by Gov. Kent to run the line, will Charles Treadwell, before several persons— Mr. Fletcher—Loco—is re-elected by 370 ma
that deputations of Commissioners from the
cate a declining or an unpopular cause. On leave Bangor on Monday for the disputed ter- and the fact is easily proved that Mr. Palmer jority. One district failed to make a choice.
several Provinces are to be convened at Que
ritory. A small party of only six men, we
the contrary ; they show that the cause is a understand, are to accompany them.
was there that evening, and was seen there
bec, is confirmed by the Halifax papers, and
at day light next morning.—Whether he
popular and a growing one—that the peo
fl/^The Gubernatorial election occurs In
Portland Advertiser.
by the St. John Courier.
staid there all night I cannot tell.
Pennsylvania on the 2d Tuesday in October.
It has been already stated, we believe, ple are becoming better- acquainted with
A Rogue caught again.—Last Wednesday,
That 1 had no such object as Mr. Palmer
that several gentlemen left Halifax early in their best interests-—and that nothing but week, a fellow calling himself Smith, was left has endeavored to palm off upon me, in his The whigs are active and sanguine, The
perseverance,
and
an
adherance
to
their
the present month, for Quebec, on a similar
by the driver of the stage betwixt this place own deposition, over the signature of Charles tories are making desperate efforts to defeat
principles, on the part of the Whigs, is and Wells for his gross conduct towards some Treadwell, I believe will be perfectly plain
mission.
the re-election of Gov. Ritner.
The following is an extract from an arti necessary to ensure them a complete tri of the lady passengers. Soon after Smith had from the testimony of witnesses of his own
umph in Maine, as well in a great majori been forced from the stage, one of the passen party. I went there on the request ofThomThe General election in New York takes
cle in the Prince Edward Island Gazette of
ty
of the States.—But should the time gers found himself minus his pocket book, as Gillpatrick, who called on me that morn place on the first Monday, Tuesday and
August 29«
come, when those principles shall be aban containing $100. Smith immediately sus ing to come up and take care of my horse, as Wednesday in November next.
Numerous conjectures are afloat as to the
pected as being the pick-pocket, was pursued, he was in his field the night before.—I went
object of the recent convocation of Govern doned by the party for a mere scramble overtaken, and lodged in the York jail.
up and with Charles Treadwell caught my
for
the
most
popular
candidate,
the
party
Representatives elected.—At the 3d
ors at Quebec. The attention of the Unit
Upon being charged with stealing the mon horse, and we went with him to Oliver Per
will
sink
at
once,
for
it
is
evident
that
in
ed States Government has been awakened
ey, he denied it—but upon searching his per kins’ barn.—Mr. Palmer’s object in getting trial in Biddeford, on Monday, H. Lowellby it, and it appears that the idea in that such a contest, the party in power will son, $96 of the money contained in the pock the deposition was to clear himself from a V. B.—was elected Representative, having
et book was found in the toe of his boot.
scrape which he had got into, and also to received 132 votes, the number necessary to
country is, that it is connected with the have all the advantage.
Portsmouth News and Courier.
turn them for electioneering purposes ; he a choice. In Shapleigh, Stephen Webber—
question of the disputed territory be
and Mrs. Treadwell having made up the sto
Lay it to the Whigs.—The Loco Foco patween the State of Maine and the Province
Mr. Benjamin Morehouse, of Litchfield ry, and told this poor ignorant man to swear V. B.—was elected at the second trial on the
of New Brunswick. This subject, it is far pers, although compelled to admit that the
Thomas Burrill—democratic
expenditures of the general government have county, in the 79th year of his age, on the to it—and what looks a little worse, they 17th inst.
from improbable, may have come under dis been rather extravagant, endeavor to charge 7th of August, 1838, mowed between sun rise persuaded the Plains’ Esquire to take him
whig—was elected in Albion, Kennebec
cussion, and may have occupied no incon the fault, as usual, upon the Whigs—and not and sun set, two acres of grass, which was up to Alfred, eight or nine miles, when they
siderable share of their attention ; but the withstanding the power the administration judged to have made three tons of hay when bad here a village Justice, Mr. Bradbury, County, on Monday last. A. gave Fairfield
a majority of 34.
main object of the meeting, we have good has had of managing every thing in its own well dried. Had nothing to drink but cold as appears by the second deposition.
I am no politician—meddle with nobody’s
Let any other of
grounds for believing, was for the purpose of way, yet if any thing wrong has been done, water and distilled cider.
(t^Gov. Clark, well known as tire com
Perhaps they are the old revolutioners beat it if they can.
business but my own, and I do not wish to
affording the Governor General an opportu the Whigs are tho cause.
panion
of Mr. Lewis in the first journey
be
made
a
tool
of
to
screen
Mr.
Palmer
from
partly
right.
It
is
certainly
a
fact
that
the
N.
H.
Reg.
nity of explaining to the Governors of the
public indignation. If I electioneer at all 1 across the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific
different Provinces his plans for the future opposition which the whigs have made in
recent elections, has been the cause of vast
Dr. Barrow, of Jersey city, lately drew a do it in the day time. In the evening I am Ocean,—the journal of which expedition has
governance of this important portion of Her expenditures of money by the agents of the
needle
from the foot of a patient by the aid at home with my family.— I hope I have
Majesty’s dominions.
administration.
The recent election in ofa magnet. The needle had been in the some character to maintain. I never yet been extensively read,—died at St. Louis on
As far as our information goes, (and we Maine, as there is abundant evidence to show, foot a fortnight, baffling all other means to turned my wife out of doors—burnt her the 1st inst.
have it on tolerably good authority,) it is was carried at an enormous expense, which extract it.—N. Y. Trans.
goods, or sanded the floor with ashes—nei
(t/^The Stockholders of the Eastern rail
in the end comes out of the pockets of the
briefly this
ther did I have any hand with Mr. Palmer,
people. We therefore respectfully suggest,
Squire Treadwell, or any body else, in get road, at a meeting held at Salem on Sator'
Mrs.
Mary
P.
Leduc
is
a
candidate
for
Jus

A Union of the five Provinces of Upper as a means of very material retrenchment in
resolved to “ proceed with all the des
1
tice of the Peace, at St. Louis.
Why not ? ting the Treadwell’s into Mr. 'Palmer Walk- day,
and Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Nova public expenditure, that the Whigs should
]
Justice is always represented as a blind fe er’s meeting-house, giving them there two patch
consistent with due economy to con
Scotia and Prince Edward Island, (New cease to oppose the government in its exer male. Mrs. Leduc’s eyes should be bandag quarts of brandy, fish and crackers, and then <
struct and complete the road to Newbury
foundland to have the option of joining,) tions to carry our State elections! We ed.—ib.
carrying them one by one to the polls.
port,
” and also, that “ whenever satisfactory
SAMUEL MITCHELL.
1
under one Federal Government, each Prov should undoubtedly find it a great saving
assurances are given, that the rail-road from
ince retaining its own local Legislature, di to the people, so far as immediate expendi
Geo. Combe, the great phrenologist, is ex
vested of a Legislative Council, or Upper tures are concerned—but how will it be in pected in this country by the next arrival of’
Portsmouth to the Massachusetts line will be
Who are the Democrats 7—The Trenton
the Great Western. Mr. Combe is perfectly
Chamber—the Governor or Lieutenant Gov the end ? That is quite another affair.
built, that the Directors be requested forthwith
Northern Courier.
State
Gazette
makes
the
following
significant
at home upon heads.—ib.
ernor of the Province, aided by an Executive
to put the road from Newburyport to the fine
statement on this subject:■—
Council, of not less than five members, to
of the State under contract?y
Chinese Type.—We see it stated that an
Wheat was sold at Rochester on Friday,
In 1799, there were but seventeen demo
have the power of revising Bills, and sug entire fount of Chinese type has been receiv last week, at $1,56 a $1,59 per bushel.
The number of tickets sold, up to Satur
cratic votes given at the Trenton poll. These
gesting alterations therein to the Assembly, ed at Paris from the east—consisting of 84,day last, since the rail-road was opened from
were
the
nucleus
and
origin
of
the
parly
but not to have the power of rejection_ the 000 characters. It must require a good siz
The late Equinoctial Storm did not extend here. It is a most remarkable fact, and it Salem to Boston, has averaged 1,098 per day
> Governor to have a veto on all Bills as at ed pair of cases to allow a separate apartment further West than Harrisburg.
stands an incontrovertible evidence of the and the receipts $426 per day.
present. Each Province joining the Feder for each letter. How long would it take a
dishonesty of the pretensions of the ‘ modern
journeyman
printer
to
“
learn
the
boxes
?
”
al Union, whether large or small, to send
A Connecticut merchant advertises wooden democracy,
,
, j- ’ that every
- one of the ‘ old .sevHorrible.—A woman in Washington,
Northern
Courier.
pails and birch brooms under the head of enteen’ democrats now hving, is a whig- Me.,-according to the Eastern- Banner,ten members to represent them in a General
“ fruit and confectionary.” This is worse and bears himself daily denounced as a fed- recently murdered her own child about 9
Assembly, which shall legislate on such
A free pardon has been granted to Suther than the one who put saw mills and mouse erahst by the party whose leaders are Wall, months old, by cutting its throat. ’ “
matters as are common to all, &c. &c.
She W&»
land, the Canada patriot.
traps under the head of ‘ fancy goods.’
Vroom, Green, Armstrong, &c.
in a state of insanity at the time.
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The yellow feVejr is prevalent in Charles
The Supper again.-—“ Much ado about .they not io be so arranged as that those who
¥°_u^!tKeynotto^e,®ci an'ahged as that those who!
WILLIAM LORD
CO
ton, S. C. 41 deaths by this disorder occur nothing. —We do not know when
we have might not feel able to purchase, should be
ì
,
JJAVE
just
received
and
are
now
openbeen
so
much
amused,
as
on
opening
the
j
presented
with
ä
ticket?
Is
it
democratic
red during the week ending on the 9th inst;
Is it democratic
Nos. 9 fy 10, Penhallow-street,.
Democrat of Wednesday last»
Editorials to dodge, on such an occasion, ä political I
a splendid assortment of FALL
Portsmouth; {N. if.),
•■’ as a ■■“ good fellow
- •
•
GOODS, consisting in part as follows, viz :—
is >hailed
” just
Marine Disasters.—Our western ex aim communications, devoted to our humble friend^who =self, occupied not a small portion of the in before and on election day ?
Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Drab, Olive, flfAS prepared and botìstantly òli habd
changes furnish long lists of Disasters at sea, side of that sheet. There was an editorial;
- an ™ *or sa,e» wholesale and retail; the
9th. The design of the “ fuss” which the MIXed, Mulberry and Claret Broadcloths; n 11
by recent gales. We are happy to perceive perhaps written in Saco,—then followed a leaders
______ ___
ia oabout this affair is evident :— Diab, Slate, Blue, Black, Brown, Mixed and following Medicines
make
communication, embracing something very Ä“wiä m“mak7i?appe^r^ha7the 7rro7 was Fancy Cassimeres ; Vestings ; Pilot Cloth :
that few lives have been lost.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
like a portion of a speech performed in this \ intentional» Of this every candid individual Coating; Drab and Blue Kersey ; Red,
This Ointment stands at the head of alt
Between twenty and thirty buildings village, some three or four weeks since 5 ¡u town, no matter of what part/, who knows Green, White, Yellow and Figured Flannels ; remedies for the following diseases whicM
were destroyed by fire in Taunton, Mass, —another made up of shreds and patches, [anything of the circumstances, will readily Serge; Freize ; Backing ; Goat’s Hair, Imita human nature is heir to, viz.
.RheuÉüatism;
last week. The loss is estimated at $100,000 and bearing the impress of that originality acquit us—the story, as we told it, was rife tion and Crape Camlet ; German, French and both chronic and inflammatory, gbut, sprain^
which marked the published Lyceum Lecture about town—received, so far as we could English Merinos ; Black and Brown Alpine ; bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
—insurance about $50,000.
of a certain Van Buren physician hereabouts, learn, by all as true, and contradicted by Circassians; Red and Blue, and Plaid Lin- ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stif£
and a third, bearing the peculiar impress
zey ; English and Scotch Ginghams; Eng
limber by producing à healthy muscu
(t/^A new effort is to be made to raise of a sub-treasurer, whose character for ve none. In this object, then, they have failed. lish, French and American Prints; Furni joints
lar action.
Another design, is, to endeavor to divert, by
funds to complete the Bunker Hill Monu racity, humanity, &c. has been fully exhibit din and noise about an unimportant matter, ture ; Highland, Kdinboro, Merino and Dam
It âssuâges pains in Biles and Abscesses;
ed by recently published Depositions from the attention of the people from the material ask Shawls ; Silk Flag, Black Silk, Bandan Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed
ment.
several individuals» What, think ye, gentle facts in the case. They will be equally un na, Pongee; Linen Cambric, Thibet, Levan Breasts in females if applied in its early stage;
(^^Preparations for opening the campaign reader, all this array of words was about ?— successful here. The people know the facts tine, Cotton and Fancy Handkerchiefs ; Mo prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
this wonderful gathering together of select —they will judge for themselves, arid they hair and Worsted and Cotton Hose ; Ladies’ gives in all cases immediate ease ffbtn pain.
in Florida have commenced.
sentences from the ‘slang dictionary’—these will act for themselves. They know the Kid Silk and Angola Gloves; Gentlemen’s Certificates of this fact could bé giteti if ne
choice collections from the blackguard’s vo
Buck and GoatSkin do. ; Leather Mittens ; cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub
“ The Mirror of Liberty” is the title of a cabulary ? Think ye that « a base and infa men who got it up—and they know, too, White, Colored, Checked; Linen and Imita lic with the full assurance that it far excels
that one of their party leaders, is the same
new publication, devoted to the anti-Slavery mous” attempt has been made to abduct the man—a sub-treasurer—who last spring, in tion Cam&nc; Bishop Lawn ; Plain and Fig the Opodeldocs and liniments of the present
Cause. It is a very neat quarto of 16 pages, Governor elect ?—think ye that the President reference to his own political friends, made ured Muslin ; Black and Bobbinet Lace ; day, for the above diseases.—A trial is only
Quilling ; Thread and Cotton Edging ; Bob wanted to give it the dètideil preference td
is to be published in New York, quarterly, of the “Collection” at Hilton’s has had the a declaration; substantially as follows :—
bin ; Tapes ; Green Barage ; Belts ; Cords ; every thing else. Many physicians of em
“ temerity” to repeat bis by-gone impres
and is edited by David Ruggles, a colored sions and suspicions in relation to the Mem
“ About 60 voters deceived us—the truth of Braids ; Galoon ; Ribbons ; Black Italian inence have used this ointmetìt and extol its
man. Terms, one dollar per annum»
ber of Congress elect ? No,—but a matter the matter is, WE HAVE SO MANY D---- D and Lustring Silks ; Colored Sarsnet ; Fig merits.
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
no less grave than that, on the authority of DRUNKARDS ON OUR SIDE THAT ured Silk—assorted colors ; Black and assort
The Maine Temperance Gazette, published common and uncontradicted rumor, We stated THEY DON’T KNOW HOW TliEY ed Sewing Silk ; Twist; Coat, Jacket; Sus riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cüre of bis
Weekly, at Augusta, by the Chairman of the last week, that at the Van Buren “ Collec VOTE OR WHETHER THEY VOTE pender, Vest, Pearl and Bangup Buttons; daughter of a contracted khee, accompanies
OR NOT.”
Carpet, Quality, Curtain and »Merino Bind and envelopes each vial.
Executive Committee of the .Maine Temper tion*’ at Hilton’s two tables were set, the tick
Itch Ointment.—Directions ibi* tìSing this
ing; Black Silk and' Cotton Velvet; Black,
ets for one of which were put at 4s. 6d» and
ance Union (Rev. T. Adams,) has reached its for the other at 2s. 6d. The rumor, we be
HYMENEAL.
Brown and White Linen ; Russia Diaper ; preparation accompany each box» This oint
fifth number. Terms, one dollar per an lieve, was not a groundless one, and it could
Linen Damask ; Fancy 'Table Covers ; Plaid ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It
MARRIED.—In Bangor, Mr. Stephen L. doodale, Silk ; Black Silk and Cotton Cravats; Stocks;
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
num. It deserves the patronage of the tem be Very conclusively shown that it was not of Saco, to Miss Prudence A. Nourse, bfB.
manufactured or circulated for effect
it is
At Albany. N. Y.. Dr. C. C. Yates, of New York, Colored and White Corded Robes ; Umbrel gredients, so common in many of the popiflaf
perate portion of the community«
hardly worth while, however, to spend time to Mrs. Emtna Willard, Principal of the Female Sem las ; Suspenders; Chapp's Spools ; Linen and ointments in use.
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful iri
The Proof 1—We learn from the Bangor in getting testimony to this point.
We very inary in Albany. The ceremony was performed in the Cotton Thread; Horse and Mill Blankets ;
presence of her pupils, some hundred and fifty or two Brown and Bleached Sheetings and Shirt all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied
cheerfully
grant
that
we
were
in
an
error in two hundred in number.
Whig and Courier, that at the recent term of
ings ; Ticking ; Brown and Bleached Cotton externally. Directions accompany and envel
making that statement,—it was certainly un
the Court of Common Pleas, for Piscataquis
Flannel; Warp Yarn, Nos. 6 to 16; Brown ope each vial.
intentional, as any one may well suppose
OBITUARY
County, in this State, indictments were found we had Van Buren authority for making it,
Fine Slippery Elm, for Boultices.—’There
and Bleached Cotton Drilling ; White and
DIED.—In Lancaster, Penn, on the 20th inst. Wai- Colored Worsted ; White and Mixed Knitting never was an article introduced into thè
by the Grand Jury against the Selectmen and we disclaim it on the same authority.
So it seems, that only one price was ter S. Franklin, Esq. Clerk of the U. S. House of Rep Cotton ; Ladies’ Kid and Cloth Slippers; “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
of Shirley, and also against two other loeoMr. F. was highly esteemed by all par Walking Shoes; Children’s Shoes; Shoe cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores rind ulcers,
charged for the tickets—four-and-six-pence» resentatives.
foeo Selectmen for receiving illegal votes ! It is Well known that few hard working la ties at Washington.
In Buxton, Miss Hannah H. daughter of Mr. Thread ; Pins ; Needles ; Thimbles and inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
Shirley gave, at the late election, 5 votes for boring men, would feel willing or able to pay John Owen, awed 21 years.
Scissors.
tions generally. The Poultice is made in thé
ordinary way as you Would arty other poul
Kent and 33 for Fairfield.
such a price for a meal. It was gotten up
Crockery, Groceries, &c.
in Buxton, 17thinst. Mr. Stephen Palmer, aged
Colored and Edged Plates; Glass Cup tice, with milk or Water, còld of hoi as thé
then for the aristocracy, for the office-hold 27 years.
There is another kind
In Leeds, Sept. 1, Mrs. Hepsibah, wife of Ste do. ; Blue and Edged Dishes ; Edged and case may require.
Robbery.—A passenger in the steamer ers—the leaders—the sub-treasurers—those
We thank phen Boothbay, aged 54 years— Mrs. B, was a Stone Nappies; China Setts; Fancy Tea which is called superfine for intefnal Use.- All
Portland, from Portland for Boston, had his who can afford to spend money.
Setts ; Printed and Fancy Teas ; Chambers ; may be bad in any quantity of Chairies Hol
the Democrat correspondents for correcting native of Wells.
pocket cut open, a few nights since, while us,—their version of the affair goes to
Pitchers ; Printed and Common Bowls ; Su man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, PL 4L
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
asleep in his berth, and four letters taken strengthen the position we took, that these selfSHIP NEWS,
gars ; Block Tin ; Britannia and Fancy Tea
Pots; Glzss Lamps; Tumblers; Castors; cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
therefrom, one of which contained $150 in styled lovers of the “ poor people” are over
KEOE31W, SEPT. 29, 1838.
Plated Tea, Table and Iron Spoons ; Table rhoea, Catarrh, Dyserttaty, Quinsy, Consump
bearing aristocrats—these professed support
Bank notes»
and Tea Knives and Forks ; Mill and three tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
of“ equal rights,
rq
ers of
” are the servile irnitaSAILED.
square Files ; 4d. to 40d. Cut Nails ; Pails ; throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external
Sept. 24, Schs. Jane-Bourne, Perkins, Boston ;
' .ty
j”—that their professions are
An Express left Portland on the evening tors °[“ no’b)iIi
Grape. Ward, do. ;
7-9 and 8-10 Baltimore Glass ; Wire and application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
¡entirely at-variance with their practice—that
Möro, Mitchell, do.
of the 10th ihsL with the returns from most for party purposes they will flatter and ca
Hair Seives ; Entry and Chaise Matts ; Corn biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. Thia
MEMORANDA.
of the towns in Cumberland, and took, at jole the poor and the laboring classes, when
Brooms;
Fancy and Common Bellows', medicine is recommended by the first medi
Ar at Saco, 20th inst. Sch. D'Wolf, Emery,
this place, returns from all but 2 towns in their votes are wanted,—but that when the Boston; 21st schs. Robert, Hill; Mercator, Shovels and Tongs; Bed Cords; Coffee cal gentlemen in our country for the abové
Mills ; Looking Glasses ; Floor, Hearth and complaints. Directions to each package.
York, and reached Boston in six hours. The struggle is over, none are more forward in Smith ; Hudson, Clark ; Friendship, Moore ; and Dusting Brushes ; Porto Rico and Matanzas
Dr. Holman's Cough Sytup.—This cough
drawing the lines between the rich and thé May-flower, Emery,—all for Boston. Charles,
distance is 110 miles.
From Haverhill to poor—none feel power more or exercise it Benson, Danvefs ; sip. Joseph, Tarbox, Salem.— Molasses ; Porto Rico, White Havana and Syrup is à most Valuable medicine for loos
Sid. schs. Molly, Chase, Dennis ; Henry, Clark ; Loaf Sugar ; Rice ; Pork ; Beans ; Fig and ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
Boston, 32 miles, it was carried on the rail with a more unsparing hand.
Hero, Benson ; Packet, Hill,—all for Boston ;
road in less than 40 minutes.
We owe an apology for saying so much a- 23d, schs. Charles, Hill, and Friendship, Moore, Bos Plug Tobacco; Java and Havana Coffee; are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
Old Hyson, Young Hyson, Fancy and Sou uable for children, in cases of whooping
bout so trifling an affair as the festival under ton.
chong Teas ; Nutmegs ; Cloves ; Ginger ; cough, chin cough, &c.
The way it was done»—The Hallowell consideration ;—but, although we were dis
At. at Fall River, 19th, brig America, Handy,
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
Chronicle s-sy'S1, “ We learn from the most un inclined to allude to it at all, we did not feel Pictou for Somerset; sch. Norway, Gillpatrick, Allspice ; Saleratus ; Pepper ; Salt-Petre ;
Indigo; Starch; Bar and Shaving Soap; two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
questionable authority, that there were FOR at liberty to permit the subject to pass unno do. do.
Winter, Refined and Sweet Oil; Turks Is quire« Children from one to two teaspoonsTY more votes thrown in Peru, Oxford Coun ticed—we felt bound to expose the hollow
Ar at Savannah, 10th, ship Shannon, Stone, land, Cadiz and Fine Salt; Haddock and full.
ty, than there are voters in town. So desper ness of the pretensions of the Van Buren lea Newport, Wales, June.30.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
Cod Fish; Box and Cask Raisins ; Cotton ;
ate iVere the tories in that town, and so aban ders, who claim to be the exclusive friends of
Ar. at New-Orleans, 11th, ship York, Larra
Earthen
and
Slone
Butter
Pots,
&c«
&c.
&c.
culated
to correct the bile and create an ap
bee,
Boston,
24.
doned to every human feeling, that they en the poor and who embrace every opportuni
—also—
petite, by restoring thé digestive powers ; and
deavored to get a sick man out to vote, by the ty to excite the prejudices of one class of cit
Ar. at Shields, 10th ult. skip Mariposa, Church
Cart and Waggon Wheel Tire; Shoe may be freely used both as a restorative and
name of Paul Hammond, and he absolutely izens against another,—the practical effect of ill, Antwerp. Sid. 14th, barque Diantha, Wil
Shapes ; Cast and German Steel ; Nail to prevent disease. Directions with the viah
died on his way to the polls ! in the hands whose conduct in this particular is pernicious liams, Boston.'
Plate, &c.
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great rtumbef
in the extreme. We stated what we believ
of his loeo-foco murderers ! 1 !”
At Matanzas, 2d inst. brig Export, Morrill, for
The above Goods, with many others not of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
ed to be tacts, without the slightest wish or Bo st on,, about 8tb.
specified, are offered for sale at low prices, rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
[We are told that, at the ¡meeting in Par- intention to make any misstatement whatev
Ar. at Cuxhaven 9th ult. Riga, Smith, Matänzas.
of falling sickness, have been radically Cured
At Ctonstadt, 3d ult. brig Lima, Nason, New for Cash or Country produce»
sonsfield, in this County, the name of an in er
we are charged with having erred in York,
by à proper Use of this medicine. Î)ireêtîons
loading.
Kennebunk, Sept. 30, 1838.
dividual, who died some ten or twelve years one of nwny particulars, and we are now cal
accompany each vial.
led
upon,
in
self
defence,
to
allude
to
the
sub

ago, was placed upon the Check list.
The gale of 12th inst was severe at New York.
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
•SiTOO» YL3Y
ject again. We wish to remark, then, in ref
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
His name was called several times, when a erence to the communications in the Demo Ship Louisa, (of N. Y.) Truman, from Liverpool,
LOSBORN
has
recently
returned
with a valuable assorted cargo, went ashore on
every possible advantage over that in its
whig present remarked that the old gentle crat,
• from Boston, with a large assortment of crude state.
Old Point Comfort : her rudder was knocked off,
New
Goods,
well
selected
for
his
customers,
man had “ been dead a dozen years, and if
1st. That if the persons interested had but she had not bilged forenoon of 13th, and will
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder»—This cough
alive and present he knew too much to vote been gentlemen, they Would have informed probably be got off. Ship New York, (of N. Y.) consisting of PIECE GOODS, HARD powder is a most valuable remedy for com
Niven,
also
from
Liverpool,
cut
away
her
masts,
WARE, CROCKERY & GLASS WARE,
for John Fairfield.” The call was thereupon us of the erfor, which they allege occurred to prevent dragging her anchors, and going a- W. I. GOODS & GROCERIES, which he mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
in our statement, and afforded us an opportu shore. Brig Rosalba, (of Philadelphia) Rae, from
long standing. It has been long tested and is
suspended !]
nity for correcting it, before they charged us Hamburg, went ashore on Governor’s Island— can afford at very moderate prices for cash, or recommended to the public as one of the
country produce—and invites all his old cus most valuable medicines now in usé»
with wilful perversion of the truth.
no particulars of the damage done her. Schs.
The Locos in Buckfield, Me. celebrated
tomers to call and satisfy themselves. Those
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
2d. That their omission to do so, shows “ Samuel Franklin,” of Duxbury ; S B. Alley,
their victory in this State by firing a swivel, that they are anxious to turn even this trivial of Staten Island,and a sIood, dragged their an having unsettled accounts, are respectfully re lasses on going to bed»
quested to call soon and adjust the same.
chors
and
went
ashore
near
Stapleton
dock,
Stat

Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This
fcc. After having been discharged some matter to political account, without regard to
Kennebunk, Sept. 22, 1838.
en Island ; expected to be got off with little dam
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
forty times, the swivel, while being loaded, courtesy or justice, on the principle that age. The vessels at the Quarantine dragged
tions now in use for this distressing complaint»
took fire, and shattered the arm of a Col. “ all’s fair in politics.”
their anchors some distance. A sch, and a sloop
Notice.
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
3d.
That
five
communications
concerning
a
with
lumber,
and
two
schs.
and
a
sloop,
light,
E
having
been
appointed
Commission

Heald in a shocking manner, broke another
produces a healthy state of the bile.
trivial error, proves that the statements in our went ashore on Governor’s Island, but will prob
ers,
by
the
Judge
of
Probate,
for
the
man’s thumb, and badly injured another’s columns are generally so entirely correct, that ably be got off without much damage. Several
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
County of York, to receive and examine the
panied with great debility, was recently cured
a slight mistake is seized upon with the vessels were ashore in the Kills, near MerSet- claims of the creditors of
eyes.
in this place, in the course of three days, by
The Loco-focos in Kittery fired national greatest avidity—is magnified and distorted, eau’s ferry. A fore and aft sch. came into the
ISRAEL SMITH,
the powder. Directions with the box.
Hook with a signal of distress flying, and was
and
employs
the
“
time
and
talents
”
of
at
late
of
Water
boro
ugh',
in
said
county
deceas

salutes and partook of a collation on the 15th
run into the HorSe Shoe by a pilot. Several small
Also a very general assortment of medicin
least four individuals, fora season.
ed, whose estate is represented insolvent, give al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
schs. are ashore in the lower bay.
inst. in honor of their late triumph.
notice,
that
six
months
from
this
date,
has
4th. The mistake, in all its length and
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
The victory has also been celebrated by breadth, does not affect the main point which
been allowed to said Creditors, to bring in, dating prices on commission or other ar
the locos in Augusta, Bath and several other we wished to establish—that the “ company
and prove their claims, and We will attend rangement, as at any other large establish 
SURGEON DENTIST,
the service assigned us, at the house of the ment in the Union.
towns in the State.
Last year the locos re was rather a select one—got up by theleaders”—
garded such celebrations as improper—anti but the testimony of all concerned confirms 1%/TAY be found for a few days at the Mou- widow Thompson Smith, in said Waterbor
IvJL sam House. His mode of filling teeth ough, on the third Saturday of the months of
Da. Holman is general Agent for that val
and establishes this point.
republican,—this year they are perfectly
5th. That the attempt to make it appear is the same practiced by the most eminent October, December and February next, at uable medicine,
right and proper.
that this was a “ social meeting,” only, of a dentists of Boston and is the only certain two o’clock in the forenoon.
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF L1FË'
PORTER GILMAN,? n
. .
few friends is ridiculous in the extreme. It is means of saving those which are beginning
SAMUEL CARLL, $ Commissioners. or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary, a specif
Movement of Troops.—We learn from not denied that Mr. Clifford from Newfield — to decay. His mineral teeth are of uncom
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
Dated this third day of Sept. A. D. 1838.
the Bangor Whig, that three companies of Judge Hayes from South Berwick—several mon perfection in beauty and strength. Dr.
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi
M.
refers
to
the
Medical
Faculty
here
and
at
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
the First Regiment of Artillery have been from Alfred, Saco, Kennebunk-port, and oth the Port, and invites persons interested to call
er towns were present. Is it reasonable to
NOTICE.
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous erup
ordered to proceed forthwith to Hancock suppose that they met here accidentally 2 for further information.
LL Persons indebted to the subscriber, on tions. It is also for sale by most of the aKennebunk, Sept. 29,1838.
Barracks, Houlton, to relieve the two compa that they came without invitations ? Surely
note or account, are requested to call gents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
and make payment or settle, on or before the
nies of the Second Regiment of Infantry, not.—Who will believe, then, that the sup
The following named persons are agents
15th of next month.
which have been stationed there for some per was not bespoken several days before
for the above named medicines» In New
hand ?—that if tlie company of the “ poor”
BRADFORD OAKS.
time past. The latter are ordered to join the and the “ laboring men” in this town had t*
Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland,- Lam
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Kennebunk, Sept. 19, 1838»
prey River ; Uri Lampefj Hampton ; Up
Florida army. The Fourth Regiment of been wanted there was not time to invite
Kennebunk, Sept. 29, 1838.
ham & Berry, Rochester Plains ; Jéffieff
them—that some arrangement could not
Artillery have received the same orders.
TWAMBLI & SMITH,
Fogg, Ossipee ; Win. Gault, Concord Wm.
have been made to place the tickets within
WANTED,
the Stage House, Maipe North & Co., Great Falls^ Somersworth j
the reach of all ?—If the same means bad
BUSHELS POTATOES, g^kPPOSlTE
YF Street*, Saco, have just received a nety John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover j
Arrival of the Great Western.—The Steam been employed to notify the poor, as were
if offered immediately.
stock of GOODS, consisting of Watches, Dr. W Norwood, Exeter ; John R.- Red
Packet Great Western arrived at New York, taken to invite the “ Lug uns,” would not the
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Jewelfy, Looking Glasses, Hard and.Hollow ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene»
on Monday evening, with 143 cabin passen invitation have been more general and the
Kennebunk, Sept. 30, 1838.
Ware, Brittania Ware, Cutlery, Joiners’ In Massachusetts, by H. HaseltOn, Haver
gers, bringing London and Liverpool papers affair more democratic ?
and Fancy Goods, which, with their hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street^
to the 7th inst. and Bristol papers to the 8th.
ekwic
bok Tools,
6th. It will be remarked, that no denial is souTtt’
former stock, are offered for sale at fair prices. Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill/
The Great Western left Bristol at half past made in relation to the character of the per
NOTICE is hereby given, that a meeting
N. B. A splendid stock of Silver Spoons Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo» M»
five o’clock on the 8th, and arrived at the sons present—office-holders—ex-office-hold
of the stockholders of said Bank, will constantly on hand.
Meadj Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr.quarantine, Staten Island, at half past ten on ers and aspirants—no denial in relation to the
be holden at said Bank, on the first Monday of
Watches, Time Pieces, Music Boxes, Ac Benjamin Plummer, Bangor ; Artemas Car
the 24th, having made the passage in 16 speeches or the toasts—no denial that the
October next, being the first day of said cordions, &c. repaired, cleansed and War ter and Runnells & Donhàm, Portland ?
days. She arrived out at Bristol on the Governor elect was invited and declined.
month, at four of the clock in the afternoon, ranted. They also repair Guns, House Elder Henry Frost, Cornville | William
29th ult. after a passage of 13^ days.
7th. Viewing the supper in the most fa for the choice of not less than five nor more Pumps, Locksand Keys, &C.
Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee; St. Ste
The Royal William made the passage to
vens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast i
May 8,1838.
3m.
Liverpool in 14i days. She was advertised vorable light possible,—it cannot be denied than nine Directors, for the year ensuing.
CHARLES
E.
NORTON,
Cash.
that
it
was
an
“
exclusive
concern
”
—
that
it
Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
to leave on the 20th for New York, and the
South Berwick, Sept. 11, 1838,
Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Caph Wm. Gooch;
new steam ship Liverpool has been purchas showed a disposition on the part of the lead
Strayed or Stoleiij
Wells ; D. REMICH, .Kennebunk ; Oliver’
ed by the same company, and will sail on the ers to avoid a portion of their own party,and
ROM the subscriber, on or about the 13th Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Gerwe repeat the queries :—When or where’were
ACADEMY
20th of October.
of August, a sorrel Horse, with a white rish; Shapleigh ; ReV. E. Baker, Alfred | John
It appears that all the berths of the Great the much abused whigs guilty of so aristo
nose and a white strip on his forehead
white
;
Skeele; Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs;
next Term of this literary Institution
Western were engaged before she arrived cratic a manœuvre ? When or where, on rjlHE
such an occasion, did they so draw the line be JL
will commence on Wednesday, the feet, three or all of them ;—short switch tail ; North Berwick ; Enoch Goodale, Saco j
out from New York on her last trip.
,
of October, and continue twelve weeks. —his mane long round his head end ears ;— Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James BoWman;
Accounts from many parts of the kingdom tween the rich and the poor ? Let the peo- third
—The Principal, Mr. Hall Roberts, will his left hip sat a little down which can be Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd; Augusta ; Jesse
concur m stating that the weather lor many pie answer.
the aid of a faithful Assistant» Terms perceived by close examination. Whoever Taylor, Norridgewalk ; HanSComb & Quim
8th. A festival in honor of a political tri- have
1
days had been unusually fine for the harvest,
Was that gotten for
1 tuition as usual. Good board, including wilt give information where he can be found, by, Sacearappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton
that the crop was in excellent order, and umph should be general.
can be had in a respectable private shall be handsomely rewarded for their non-,
’
that there was a full average crop.—This fa up here such? Does not the poor man feel washing,
All directions signed in the hand ’HrTD
esty and trouble, and all charges pand.
at $1,50 per week.
1
vorable state of the harvest had damped the the same interest in the success of his party family
tmg of the proprietor.
GEORGE WILLIAMS.
THOS.
O.
LINCOLN,
as the rick ? Ought be not then to be per
ardor of speculators in the corn market.
Sept. 19,1836.
Keilrièbuilk, August 20,1838.
Secretary of Board of Trustees.
Boston Daily Advertiser. I mitted to partake of such festivities—ought
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(T^A CONTRAST.— All nations, ironi a very short time, after his recovery bad been ; /AN LOW SPIRITS»—LoW spirits is á
the remotest ayes, have had ships, but Co-1 pronounced not only improbable, but absolutely 1I
certain state of me
the mind accompanied
= lurnuUS
lumbus Orliy
only ruuuu
found the
America. Be-1 impossible,
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by
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wuj to
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<
1 by any
v human
. means.
Jy indigestion, iwherein the greatest evils are
DIRECTIONS FOR USE.-The Proprietor of > apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
THE REVOLUTIONARY VOTERS.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with- fore the time of the great Spanish navigator,
and for
for the County of York,
York, on the first
first people were
were only enabled
enabled to paddle
paddle about
about the • the Vegetable Life I ills does not follow the the worst consequences imagined. Ahcient
“ th Nárthñeld, N. H., on Üré day of election,
and
and mercenary practice ofthe quacks ofimedical writers supposed this disease to be
nine 'fteVoM'ti'óhary soldiers attended the polls to
Monday in September, in the year, of ow j shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It j base
the day, in advising persons to take his Pills in
_
.
.
. .
.
- •
gether, and voted for the democratic whig tick
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty eight, by ; is but two short years since I first ventured large quantities. Ao good medicine can possibly confined to those particular regions of the ab
domen,
technically
called
hypochondria,
et.”
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said ¡upon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov- be so required. These Pills are to be taken at
Room for the grey haired soldiers ’.
Court :
| ered the precious object I was in search of— bed time every night, for a week or fortnight, which are situated on the right or left side of
In a noble band they come—
HULDAH GOODWIN, administratrix of HEALTH. Vegetable medicines were in- according to the obstinacy of the disease, The that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
But not with the battle shout,
the estate of Joshua Goodwin, late- of | deed known when I commenced my search, usual dose is from 2 to 5? according to the consti chondriasis.
Nor the sound of the martial drum.
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
.. ...... of the r
____
person.
Very delicate persons
Sanford, in said county, deceased, having ibut
1......their
K........use
n t was
‘y; not. By the use of them, 1 tution
Not now with the nodding plume,
presented her first account of administration have not only passed from the dejected in-1 should begin with but two, and increase as the i symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach of
Ñor the war-steed proudly prancing,
ro-1, bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spasmore roDo they com© with the light of the early day
ofthe estate of said deceased for allow valid, to the hale, hearty and active man of j nature of the case may require : those morebusiness, but, comparatively speaking,
with 3,!
’
9 ! rnodic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
speaking, II have
have i bust, or of very costive habit, may begin
On their bayonets brightly glancing.
ance : and also her petition for an allowance business,• but,’ comparatively
■
-I can thus, with
•> confi-- c 1! —
—......... \renewed my youth.
and1 :increase
to )r4,even
o 5 Pills, and they will!
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
out
of
said
estate
:
I effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the
Not now with the stars and stripes.
^ie altention upon any subject of importance
ORDERED—That the said administratrix dence in my own experience, advise with myJ patrent in their further use. These Pills BuniGsome

Above them floating free,
or engaging in anything that demands vigor
give notice to all persons interested, by caus fellow-citizens. Does the reader want proof , 1 times occasion sickness and vomiting, though
Do they press to the battle field,
t--- „
ing a copy of this order to be published that the VEGETABLE LIFE MEDICINES I ’very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul; tin's, or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
With the cry of Liberty ;
three weeks successively in the Kenne are suitable to his own case ? I have on my I ]however, may be considered a favorable symp- I comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, melÑor now dobs the cannon roar,
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in file at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of .tom,'as the patientwill find himself at once re-'! ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
Or the speedy musket flash,
Muoii juuuyc.
recoyer.. { total derangement of the nervous system.—
Rally the ranks of the freemen:
said County, that they may appear at a Pro letters, from some of the most respectable lieved, and by perseverance will soon
within
10 or 12
The
mental
feelings o and
peculiar
train bf
Where the swords of the foemen clash.
- usually
j -- - - -operate
- r _
------------- - -hours, and
'
i---------—----------j-----------------bate Court to be held at Alfred in said coun citizens of this iny native land, voluntarily of They
give pain unless the bowels are very much ’ jc|eas t}jat haunt the imagination and oveli
ty, on the first ¿Monday of November next, fered in testimony of the virtues of A-GOOD never
encumbered. They may be taken by the
most I whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite diWith tottering steps they cottié,
*'................
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew VEGETABLEMEDICINE.
And lips all bloodless now
Persons whose constitutions have been delicate females under any circumstances.— It is, I versity. The wisest and best of men are as
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
same
should
They press like the bride at the altar shrine,
nearly ruined, by the “ all-infallible” mineral however, recommended, that those in later pe- I open to this affliction as the weakest.
not be allowed.
riods of pregnancy should take but one nt a time,
To.renew their early vow ;
preparations of the day, will bear me witness, and
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
TREATMENT.-r-The principal objects of
thus continue to keep4.be bowels open : and
For Freedom, ©till the cry
i
that
the
Life
Medicines,
and
such
only,
are
A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
even
two may be taken where the patient is very treatment are to remove indigestion and
Echoes from hill and valley,
John Skeele, Register.
the true course to permanent good health.
And they rush at the call as in other days,
costive. One pill in a solution of two table spoons strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
September 15.
JOHN MOFFAT.
full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
When th© war cry hade them rally.
GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant Con
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Alfred,
(
One tells the bait breadth ’scapes,
till it operates ; for a child from one to five years versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS AND
within and for the County of. York, on the
of acre, half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill. fully regulated by the occasional use of a
With Stark and Bennington,
PHCENIX BITTERS.
first
Monday
m
September,
in
the
year
of
Another drops a soldier’s tear
THE PHCENIX BITTERS, are so called, be mild aperient.
We know nothing belter
These medicines have long been known cause
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight,
As he speaks of Washington.
they possess the poWer df restoring the calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wim
appreciated, for their extraordinary and expiring
Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge and
;
And they tell to each th© olden tale,
embers of health, to a glowing vigor
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, throughout the constitution, as the Phcenix is said Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and fiefRenowned in golden story,
of said Court:
Tiie bowels being
Of Lexington and Bunker Hill,
ANNAH HUSSEY, administratrix of tp persons suffering under nearly every kind to be restored to life from the ashes of its own tain in their operation.
And th© death of the craven tory.
the estate of George Hussey, late of of disease to which the human frame is lia dissolution. The Phcenix Bitters are entirely once cleansed his inestimable Camomilfi
vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer Pills, ¿which are tonic, anodyne and anti
ble.
Kennebunk, in said county, esquire, deceased,
Room for the grey haired soldiers !
In many hundreds of certified instances, tain parts of the western country, which will in spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and
having presented her third account of ad
Room for th© patriot sires,
fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all
ministration! of the estate of said deceased, they have even rescued sufferers from the kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the without dispute have proved a great blessing
Who kindled in our green land
to the numerous public.
very verge of an untimely grave, after all the
for allowance :
Th© light of freedom’s fires ;
effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
Some physicians have recommended a
ORDERED—That the said administratrix deceptive nostrums of the day bad utterly most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and
Long, long, may they gather here,
give notice to all persons interested, by caus failed ; and to many thousands they have will immediately cure the determination of■ free use of mercury but it should not be re
With th© children of the free,
ing a fiopy of this order to be published three permanently secured that uniform enjoyment BLOOD TO THE HEAD; never fail in the sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
And ever as now renew their vows
tn the cause of Liberty.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga of health, without which life itself is but a sickness incident to young females ; and will be gravate the symptoms.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said County, partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous f glHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be denied that whilst many medicine^
that they may appear at a Probate Cburt efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that debility and weakness of the most impaired con -S~ Steamer Portsmouth,
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous stitutions. Asa remedy for Chronic and Inflam which are recommended to the public, have
the first Monday of November next, at ten of to those who were unacquainted with the matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phcenix not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin there are others which it would be great iiithe clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, beautifully philosophical principles upon gle
bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is
if any they have, why the same should not which they are compounded, and upon half a wine glass full, in water or wine, and this’ justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in’ volve, untried, in a common tondemnatiori.
which
they
consequently
act.
It
was
to
be allowed.
their manifest and sensible action in purify quantity may be taken two or three times a day,’ And when a medicine comes endorsed with
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
about half an hour before meals, ora less quan
ing the springs and channels of life, and en tity may be taken at all times. To those who( all the great names that have adorned the
A true copy—Attest,
duing them with renewed tone and vigor, are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these5 annals of the medical profession, and War
John Skeele, Register.
that they were indebted for their name, which Bitterswill prove invaluable, as they very great ranted by the seal and signature of long and
September 15.
CAPTAIN SETH M. TRIPE, At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within and was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help uniform Success, its proprietor makes no un
request of several individuals whose lives they them to perform their functions, and enable the reasonable demand upon the public confi
HAVING been coppered, fitted with a
for the County of York, on the first Monday of
stomach .to discharge into the bowels whatever is dence, when he claims for it a superior con
had obviously saved.
mast and sail, and put in the most
September, in the year of our Lord eighteen
offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed sideration.
The
proprietor
rejoices
in
the
opportunity
complete order, will commence her regular
hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon. WM.
afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
trips for this season, on Tuesday 15th inst.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutrileaving Wm. Sheafe’s wharf, Portsmouth,
ALLY FALL, named executrix in ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE LIFE ’ tion is facilitated, and strength of body and ener Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to the
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
a certain instrument, purporting to PILLS within the knowledge and reach of gy of mind are the happy results. For farther enviable distinction, for whilst no medital au
every individual in the community. Unlike. particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and thority in existence condemns it, every medi
morning, at 7 o’clock, and arriving at Bos
be the last will and. testament of John
ton about 1 o’clock, in season for the Provi Fall, late of Lebanon, in said county, deceas the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast; PHCENIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt's cal practitioner that is acquainted with it;
of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are1 office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues;
dence Railroad Cars ; and, returning, will ed, having presented the same for probate :
leave Foster’s wharf, Boston, every Tuesday,
ORDERED—That the said executrix purely and solely vegetable, and contain Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or and that the latter should do sb in opposition
Thursday and Saturday morning at 7 o’clock, give notice to all persons interested, by caus neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any $1 per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or $2 per bot to their personal interests, must be attributed
and arrive at Portsmouth about 1 o’clock, and ing a copy of this order to be published other mineral in any form whatever. They tle. Numerous certificates of the wonderful either to their candor and love of truth; or to
their unwillingness to fly in the fate of all ob
in season for the Portland stage.
three weeks successively in the Kenne are entirely composed of extracts from rares efficacy »f both, may be there inspected.
In some obstinate and complicated cases of servation, and the testimony of thousands.
Lines of Stages from Dover, South Ber bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that and powerful plants, the virtue of which, chronic
and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver
though
long
known
to
several
Indian
tribes,
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
wick and Great Falls, have also been estab they may appear at a Probate Court to be
Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy,
lished to meet the boat at Portsmouth.
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine his Caffiomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, $1 50 day of November next, at ten of the clock in chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno and other diseases of long standing, it may be eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
”
”
Dover and Boston,
SI 75 the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they rant pretenders to medical science ;and were found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
”
”
S. Berwick and Boston, SI 75 have, why the said instrument should not never before administered in so happily effi Phoenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
”
”
Great Falls and Boston, S2 00 be proved, approved, and allowed as the last cacious a combination.
Their first operation is to loosen from the Mercury out of the system infinitely faster than the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
Careful Agents and convenient Stores have will and testament of the said deceased.
coats of the stomach and bowels, the various the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
also been provided at each end of the line.
Attest, John Skeele, Registe
impurities and crudities constantly settling certain remedy for the rushing of blood to the ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
A true copy—Attest,
The agents will be in attendance during all
around them ; and to remove the hardened head, or all violent headaches, tic douleureux, &c. diseases ofall kinds ; in weakness of the di
John Skeele, Register.
the business hours, and goods delivered to
faeces which collect in the convolutions of the —Ail persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
September 15.
them will be forwarded at the customary rate
small intestines. Other medicines only par palsy, &©., should never be without the' Life whether of the lungs or the liVer; in the
of freight, and without any charge for stor
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with tially cleanse these, and leave such collected Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will
age.
in and for the County of York, on the first masses behind, as to produce habitual cos save life. They equalize the circulation of the dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water
Monday in September, in the year of our Lord tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism; (more es
parties attended to every afternoon, if re
eighteen
hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon. diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This perspiration, and throw off' every impurity by the pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
quested. Apply to GEORGE DENNETT,
pores of the skin.
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
WM.
A.
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
fact is well known to all regular anatomists,
Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK,
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
UNICE
GOODWIN,
Executrix
of
the
who examine the human bowels after death,
Agent, Boston.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
which is brought on by intemperance ; in
estate of Amos W. Goodwin, late of and hence the prejudice of these well informMay 8.
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested the wretched horrors of mind and body which
Sanford, in said county, deceased, having ,pre

ed men against the quack medicines of thé
sented her first account of administration of age. The second effect of the VEGETA to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
the estate of said deceased for allowance ; and BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys to operate two or three times on the bowels in petite, langour, melancholy, pains in thfi
the course of the next day. Also, take a table head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
also her petition for an allowance out of said and the bladder, and by this means, the liver spoonful
of the Bitters half an hour before each uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
estate:
and the lungs, the healthful action of which meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con state of the fluids—in all these cases, and hi
ORDERED—That the said executrix entirely depends upon the regularity of the stitution, half the quantity may be sufficient.
others mentioned in the bills of directions
give notice to all persons interested, by caus urinary organs. The blood which takes its
Q^For further particulars of the above given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
ing a copy of this order to be published three, red color from the agency of the liver and
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga the lungs before it passes into the heart, be medicine see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, ing thus purified by them, and nourished by copy of which accompanies the medicine. terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
that they may appear at a Probate Court to food coming from a clean stomach, courses A copy cati also he obtained on application FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
be held at Alfred, in said county, on the freely through the veins, renews every part at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk. are sold with them, will effect immediate re
G. W. KIMBALL
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor, lief ; and if used but for a fail* period of trial;
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken first Monday of November next, at ten ofthe. of the system, and triumphantly mounts the W. B. Moffat, 367, Broadway, New York.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
nebunk and vicinity, that, he has ta clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if banner of health in the blooming cheek.
August, 1838.
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
any they have, why the samó should not be
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
The following are among the distressing vari
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly allowed.
ety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
SSiingles
ibi
’
Sale.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
Life Pills are well known to be infallible : —
A true copy—Attest,
ilflO WHITE HEMLOCK dence.
up in good order for the above named busi
DYSPEPSIA,
by
thoroughly
cleansing
the
John Skeele, Register.
SHINGLES for sale on
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
first and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
September 8,
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
GONS, of any style, built to order and war
pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid favourable terms bv the subscriber.
Preparations and Aperient Medifiities, are
ranted.
—also—
WILLIAM HACKETT.
Al a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with, kind ;—Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart,
submitted by the following important and ex
Chaise Repairing & Paiiatiaag, in and for the County of York, on thefirsti Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache, August 25j 1838.
traordinary cures effected by their highly
Monday in Sep tember, in the year of our Lord, Restlessness, Ill-temp.er, Anxiety, Langour, and,
done at short notice and on the most reasona
which are the general symptoms of
medicinal qualities—all of which may bfi
eighteen hundred and thirly-eight, by the;’ Melancholy,
ble terms.
—also—
NOTICE
Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ ¿Medical office, No.
Hon. WM. A.' HAYES, Judge of said' of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
LL persons, against whom the subscriber 7, Division street. One or two of these he
Court :
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
length of the intestines with a solvent process,
has accounts, who prefer settling them herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
ARK LIBBY, administrator of thei and without violence : all violent purges leave the
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be
with him, are requested to do it previous ting
to public.
estate of James Libby, late of Limer• bowels costive within two days. Diarrhoea and
purchased in this State. Various kinds of
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Bepleased to receive the
ick, in said county, deceased, having . pre

Cholera,
by removing the sharp acrid fluids by the 15th of October next.
LUMBER taken in part payment.
thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
B. SMART.
sented his second account of administration, which these complaints are occasioned, and by
March 28, 1838.
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
Kennebunk, August 25th, 1838.
of the estate of said deceased for allowance: promoting the abricative secretion of the mucus
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
ORDERED—That the said administrator, membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tigbt' tJoods at reduced prices.
blood
to
a
regular
circulation,
through
the
process
nes? across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
STRAY
HEIFER.
'
of
perspiration
in
some
cases,
and
the
thorough
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
LAIGHTON offers for sale, at prices ing a copy of this order to be published three
solution of all intestinal obstructions in others.
AME into the enclosure of the subscri her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic P(||s her
• much reduced,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga' The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheucomplaints
are removed—she is able to exercise with
ber, about a week since, a yearling
Broadcloths, Cassimeres and Sattinetts ;
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,> mutism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in
out fatigue, and she is happy te say can now enjoy
Heifer—red color—slit in the right ear. The
White, red and yellow Flannels ;
life comfortably again.
J J
that they may appear at a Probate Court to half that time, by removing local inflammation
3-4 and 6-4 English Merinos, figured and be held at Limerick, in said county, on the first from the muscles and ligaments of the joints. owner is requested to prove property, pay
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
plain;
Monday of October next, at ten of the Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthen charges and take her away.
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir-For 4'years !
WM. DROWN.
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
Dark and light English, French and Amer clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any ing the kidneys and bladder ; they operate’most
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
Kennebunk, Sept. 11, 1838.
ican Prints;
they have, why the same should not be al delightfully on these important organs, and hence
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism pains
have ever been found a certain remedy for the
Dark and light English Gingham ;
lowed.
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite’ with
worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, by dislodg
Bleached, brown and fine Sheetings}
Attest,—John Skeele, Register,
STRAY MRE.
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used’differing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat
A true copy—Attest,
Worsted and Cotton Shawls ;
TRAYED from the enclosure of the sub ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma, and
Kid and Silk Gloves ;
John Skeele, Register.
scriber, on Tuesday night, 28th ult. a taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pillsconsumption, by relieving the air vessels of the
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
September 8.
Linen and Damask Table Covers ;
large
size, light red Mare, with a dark red
lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds
my situation. Ina few days I shall he at your office'
White and Brown Linen ;
In the
will occasion, which if not removed becomes mane and tail, a small star in her forehead, to express iny gratitude to you in person
Cotton, Worsted and Silk Vestings ;
NOTICE.
hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases, about 8 or 9 years old,—a light spot on the mean time I subscribe myself your obedient wrvmi
n
w
p
B.
8.
JARVIS,
ISCemre»
“'
HE subscriber having contracted with Scurvy, Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the back part of the off shoulder, the hair had
Silk and Cotton Velvets ;
Dr. Wm. Evans.
the town of Kennebunk, to support perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the been galded off the neck by a collar—no
Lace Veiling and Edgings, Lawn, Cambric,
He therefore need only add that hi7«
Barage ;
the poor of said town for one year, hereby blood, and all the humors ; Scorbutic Eruptions shoes on the hind feet.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro and Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect
Hose, Cotton Yam, Wadding, &c. &c.
Whoever will return her, or give such in CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per upon the fluids that feed the skin, the morbid formation as that the subscriber can obtain her, his
—also—
Boots and Shoes, Gaiter Boots and Slip sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers state of which occasions all Eruptive complaints. shall be satisfactorily rewarded for their PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,’
pers j
of said town on his account or on account of Sallow, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com trouble.
OLIVER PERKINS.
New York, and of his authorised agents in
Wrought and Plain Tortoise ¡Shelland'Horn the town, as he will pay no bill for their plexions. The use of these Pills for a very short
Kennebunk, September 8,1838.
time,
will
effect
an
entire
cure
of
Salt
Rheum,
town and country.
Combs ;
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
Erysipelas, and a striking improvement in the
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
Spectacles, Knives and Forks, Pocket
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union
Clearness of the skin. Common Colds and In
Books and Wallets ;
AT COST*
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine;
fluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or by
NOTICE.
Fancy Soaps and Perfumery, Work boxes,
HE
subscribers,
wishing
to
dispose
of
where persons may apply for sub-Agencies
two, even in the worst cases. Piles,—as a rem
&c.
HE subscriber about to make some new edy for this most distressing and obstinate inalady,
their remaining stock of Goods as soon
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ;■
arrangement in his business offers his the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and as possible, will sell them in future at Cost James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
1 Case of Umbrellas»
August 1, 1838.
entire
stock
for
sale
at
reduced
prices
for
cash.
emphatic recommendation. It is well known to lor Cash.
O. M. WHITE & Co.
6w.
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
Also requests all persons indebted to him by hundreds in this city, that the Proprietor of these
Kennebunk-port, August 18, 1838.
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wasrfnote or account to call and pay or make ar invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Halloweti;
bushels of oats rangements for payment previous to the 12th complaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller Old
that
he
tried
in
vain
every
remedy
prescribed
wanted by
COW
WANTED.
of October next.
within the whole compass of the Materia Medica.
W, LAIGHTON.
ANTED to purchase a first rate new town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
PORTER HALL,
Jackson & Co. Belfast; Barker NeaL Wis
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
[ August 18;
milch cow. Inquire of the Printer. casset ; Henry Hyde, Jlath.
August 30, 1838.
he now offers to the public, and he was cured in
August 23d, 1838.
February 18, 1837.
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